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 ABSTRACT 
A mobile  ad-hoc  network (MANET)  is an independent system of mobile stations connected by wireless connection  of 
network.  Mobile  host does  not guarantee   any   fixed   infrastructure   and   with   the advance in technology for network 
crime is new threat to the centralized  network  management.  Thus  leader among the network node is having maximum risk. 
This paper  proposed  an artificial  intelligence  based  model for multiple leader election and proposed intrusion detection 
algorithm in MANET. This paper propose a scheme for electing cluster leaders that have two advantages: First, the collection 
of elected leaders is the optimal in the sense that the overall resource consumption  will be balanced among all nodes in the 
network overtime. Second, the scheme provides the leaders to detect intrusion or routing attack and take necessary action. 
Simulation shows that our model effectively  prolongs   the  overall   lifetime   of  IDS  in MANET   and   balances   the   
resource   consumptions among all the nodes. 
Keywords: MANET, intrusion detection, routing attack, leader election, network crime. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
MANET is an independent system of mobile stations connected by wireless connection to form a network. The  
cooperation  among  nodes  is  a  crucial requirement for intrusion detection in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) 
due to the autonomous nature of such networks [1-2]. In particular, a common approach for reducing the overall 
resource consumption of intrusion detection in MANET is for nodes to collaborate in electing a leader to serve as the 
intrusion detection system (IDS) for a cluster of one hop nodes. The election process can  be either random [3] or  
connectivity [4]  based.  Both approaches aim to reduce the overall resource consumption of IDSs in the network. 
However, it is notice that nodes may have different remaining resources at any given time and this should be taken into 
account by an election scheme. With the random model, each node is equally likely to be elected regardless  of  its  
remaining  resources.  The connectivity index-based approach elects a node with high  degree of  connectivity even  
though  the node may have little resources left. With both election schemes, some nodes will die faster than others, 
leading to a loss in connectivity and potentially the partition of network. Figure1. Illustrates a MANET composed of 
eight nodes named as {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, F}. These nodes are located in two clusters composed of two- hop nodes 
that can overhear each other (node C and F belongs to both clusters). Suppose node ‘C’  currently has the least 
remaining resources , and ‘B’  and ‘H’ both  belongs  to  different  cluster  wants  to communicate through ‘C’. 

 
Figure1. Leader Election in MANET 
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At this point, electing node ‘C’ as a leader is clearly not desirable since losing ‘C’ will increase the cost of 
communication  as new path  can  be B-E-G-F-H or B-A-D-H or B-A-D-F-H. However, with the random election model 
[3], node ‘C’   will have equal probability in being elected as a leader, whereas node ‘C’ and ‘F’   will definitely be 
elected under the connectivity index-based approach since they are connected to all nodes in both clusters [8]. 
Moreover, if both ‘B’ and ‘H’ are faulty and elected as leaders by the above models, then  they will refuse to run their  
IDS for  serving others.  The consequences of such a refusal will lead normal nodes to lunch their IDS and thus die 
faster than others. This paper proposed an artificial intelligence based model for multiple leader election and proposed 
intrusion detection algorithm in MANET. More specifically, we design a scheme for electing cluster leaders that have 
the following advantages: First, the collection  of  elected  leaders  is  the  optimal  in  the sense that the overall 
resource consumption will be balanced among all nodes in the network overtime. Second,  the scheme provides the 
leaders to detect intrusion or routing attack and take necessary action. Simulation shows that our model effectively 
prolongs the overall lifetime of IDS in MANET and balances the resource consumptions among all the nodes. The rest 
of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related work. Section III Proposed Model. Section IV election 
scheme. Section V presents simulated results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper 

2. RELATED WORK 
Various IDS techniques have been proposed in the research  literature. Amandeep Makkar  etal [5] and sunil tenaja 
etal [6] has described behavior study of MANET routing protocol such as optimized link state routing   (OLSR),   
destination   sequenced   distance vector  (DSDV),  dynamic  source  routing  (DSR), adhoc on-demand distance vector 
(AODV) and temporary  ordered  routing  protocol  (TORA) protocols,  have  been  carried  out  so  as  to  identify 
which protocol is most suitable for efficient routing over Mobile Adhoc NETwork (MANET). Nitiket N Mhala etal [7] 
describe an approach for determining conditions for monitoring of critical nodes for MANET intrusion detection system, 
he used trigger mechanism for the invocation of critical node test for MANET intrusion detection system. N. Vimala 
etal [8] in his work suggested efficient group key management  protocol  for  region  based  MANETs, this  method  is  
also  effective  in  defending  against many sophisticated attacks such as denial of service (DoS) attack.   A.Rajaram 
etal [9] describes power aware   routing   for    MANET   using   on-demand multipath routing protocol, power 
aware adhoc on- demand multipath  distance vector  (PAAOMDV) is proposed  to  overcome  the  issue  of  energy  
and shortest  path  in  a  single  routing  protocol.  This protocol helps in updating the routing table with both the 
node route list and their corresponding energies. Noman Mohammed etal [10] proposed a mechanism design   based   
multi   leader   election   scheme   for intrusion detection in MANET, his work proposed a scheme for electing cluster 
leaders that have the two advantages:  First,  the  collection  of  elected  leaders used to balance the resource 
consumption. Second, the scheme provides the leaders with incentives in the form of reputation so that nodes are 
encouraged to honestly  participate  in  the  election  process.  Maha Abdelhaq etal [11] proposed a method for 
detecting resource consumption attack over MANET using an artificial immune algorithm, objective is to utilize the 
biological model used in the dendritic cell algorithm (DCA) to introduce a dendritic cell inspired intrusion detection    
algorithm     (DCIIDA).     DCIIDA     is introduced to detect the resource consumption attack (RCA) over MANET. 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

 
                  Figure2. Proposed Model 
In particular, a common approach for reducing the overall resource consumption of intrusion detection in MANET is 
for nodes to collaborate in electing a leader  to  serve  as  the  intrusion  detection  system (IDS) for a cluster of multi 
hop nodes. The election process can be either random or connectivity based. Both approaches aim to reduce the overall 
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resource consumption of IDSs in the network. We have proposed a three layer system for leader election as shown in 
figure 2. Layer 1 helps in finding leader and rank those leader according to their resource consumption. We call layer 1 
as Election layer. Layer 2 is heart of the model. It accept leader in priority order from layer 1. It checks the effect of 
node to  become leader on network, resource consumption, power, message broadcast time etc. If it find it as a optimal 
leader then elect it as leader, else check for the next node. We call layer 2 as Decision layer. In layer 3 the leader 
broadcast its ID to the entire node. New leader check for any intrusion or attack in the network then compute the 
shortest path among entire node of its cluster. Finally the database is updated with information of having new ID as 
leader, shortest path and resource consumption among entire node. 

4. ELECTION SCHEME 
Voting scheme can be random or collaborative. Let us assume a network shown in figure 1. The node {A, B, C, 
D, E, F, G, H}is placed in two cluster C1 and C2. Each cluster know there leader and shortest path among each 
node. Let us assume the shortest path for the  communication  between  A  to  G  is  shown  in figure 3(a) as A-
B-C-F-G in bold line. Surely at this point if C is elected as a leader then it refuses to serve the communication  
between  A to G. At this point network deals check for the other best suitable path for the communication 
and can make the communication through A-D-F-H-G as shown in figure 3(b), and Node C does not serve other, 
and act as leader for both clusters. Now consider the figure 3(c),  where  election  of  node  ‘C’  can  cause  the 
isolation of two clusters. Hence C cannot be made leader. Now for next alternate we are left with node A-B-D  
for  C1  and  G-F-H for  C2  to  take  part  in election.  As A, B,  F,  G is actively taking  part in 
communication hence we left with only two node D and H as a leader for cluster C1 and C2 respectively shown 
in figure 3(d). 
 

 
 

(a)                                        (b)           (c)          (d) 
 

 
Figure3. (a) path ABCFG is used for communication between A to G (b) Leader Election – node C denies 

service and ADFHG is selected as new path for communication between A to G. (c) Leader Election – node C 
cannot be made leader as it will break the cluster into two part, as it is the only node for communication (d) node 

D and H is chosen as leader for cluster. 

Each node have buffer and information about the shortest path. So each node is treated as a vector of length equal to 
number of node in cluster. Initially all the vector is initialized to zero. Consider the figure 3(a), Let A wants to 
communicate with G, it sends the signal to its neighbour {B, D} for find shortest distance to G. Then {B, D} sends 
the same signal to C and F respectively. Now C and F send the signal to their neighbour. After some time signal 
reaches to G from different path say P= {A-B-C-E-G, A-D-F-H-G, A-D-F-C-E-G, A-B-C-F-H-G} in first come basis. 
As A-B-C-E-G reaches to G first hence it gives it as first priority. Then  A-D-F-H-G is given  second priority and so 
on. This priority table and path matrix P is broadcasted to all node. Now the buffer information of node A which  
was initialized with zero is now initialized with new priority information and path matrix p as shown in figure 4. 
Each node keeps track of its neighbour. Looking to P(1)=A-B-C-E-G and P(2)=A-D-F-H-G, G receives signal from E 
first then H, for which node G update its Buffer as shown in Figure 4(a) which depicts that the shortest path for G to 
communicate from A is through node E, then node H.  Figure 4(b)  depicts that  shortest  path  for  E  to 
communicate from A is through node C then G. similarly figure 4(d) depicts that shortest path for C to 
communicate from A is through node B then F or E. figure4(f) depicts that shortest path for B to communicate 
through A is A then C. Hence we get a path ABCEG as a path communication. 

 

 
                  (a)                (b)                        (c)       (d)        (e) 

 
(f)                              (g)                     (h) 
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Figure 4. (a) Buffer at G: E is closer to G then H (b) Buffer at E: C is closer to E then G (c) Buffer at H: F is closer 
then G (d) Buffer at C: B is closer to C then F and E (e) Buffer at F: D is closer to F then C and H (f) Buffer at B: A is 

closer then C (g) Buffer at D: A is closer to D then F. (h) Buffer at A: B is closer then D 
Case1. Consider node C elected as leader in figure 3(a). By doing so the figure 4(d) is initialized to zero because node 
C refuses to serve other. As node C was using node B as first priority, but after election this line is no more providing 
service, therefore node B has to choose his alternate option. Now in figure 4(f), node B is closer to A, that means it 
direct take input from source i.e., node A, hence it report no path ahead for communication through B. Now node A has 
to search its other neighbour that is D whether he can establish the network or not.  Looking to figure 4(g) node D can 
accept data from A. then figure 4(e), node F can accept data from node D, figure 4(c), node H can accept data from F 
and figure 4(a), node G can accept data from A. New path is constructed as A-D-F-H-G for communication as shown in 
figure 3(b). 
Case2. Consider node C elected as Leader in figure 3c. New Buffer matrix will look like figure 5.  

            
(a)                 (b)                 (c)                (d) 

 

           
                        (e)                    (f)                   (g) 
Figure5. (a) Buffer at G: E is closer to G than H (b) Buffer at E: C is closer to E than G (c) Buffer at H: C is closer than 
G (d) Buffer at C: B is closer to C than D, E, H (e) Buffer at B: A is closer than C (f) Buffer at D: A is closer to D than 

C. (g) Buffer at A: B is closer than D. 
 

As C is selected as leader will result in kill of link to node B, D, E, and H. Looking figure 5(e), A is direct node 
connected to B. Hence A has to search for next path. Figure 5(f). Node D can be used for communication but node D 
links again with node C for communication in figure 5(d). Therefore node D cannot be selected. Now node A doesn’t 
have any other neighbour, Hence the network management doesn’t allow node C to be elected as leader, as it breaks the 
communication.  
Case3. Who can be leader if node C can not be leader: From the figure 5, checks for those figure which do not have 
node C. we will find figure 5(a) and 5(g) are such node. Then check for the path through which communication is 
going on. i.e., A-B-C-E-G. Now figure 5a and 5g is combined to give us node {G, E, H, A, B, D}, subtract this with the 
path P.  

{G, E, H, A, B, D}- {A, B, C, E, G} = {H, D} 
Now node H and node D can be used for leader or can participate in election as shown in figure 4(d).  
Case4. In the figure 6 node X could report the node Y is not forwarding packets in fact it does. This will cause S 
(Source) to mark Y as misbehaving when X is the real culprit. 
 
 
 

 
   
 

 
 

Figure 6. Faulty node x, gives false inspiration of Y as misbehave 
 
Our method deals with the issue by maintaining the buffer and some timer for message transcription. Consider the 
figure 4(a). Suppose node B is a fault node and report that node C is not forwarding the packet. Now node C is isolated 
from the network by which new path become A-D-F-H-G. But as we know B is faulty, that means we should catch B 
not C. So we have designed a protocol named as wait and watch. In case of any misbehave done by any node, network 
wait for verification. After watching the verification result only decision is taken. After the report of node B that node C 
is misbehaving, Node A search for next option to send data which can go through node C but not through node B from 
path P= {A-B-C-E-G, A-D-F-H-G, A-D-F-C-E-G, A-B-C-F-H-G}. We get a path A-D-F-C-E-G.  Now source A sends 
a packet through this path and wait for acknowledgment. If it get acknowledgement then it report node B as 
misbehaving node, now node B is isolated from network. Next best path apart from node B is then taken with the 
procedure discussed in case1. Here node B will be punished and new path will be found out. 

S  x  y D 

Normal Node Faulty Node 
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Algorithm 1 (Executed by every node for start Election – initiated from layer 1) 
msg= message from the neighbor for election after each time T PriorityIndex is the set of shortest path from node to its 
neighbor Function startElection( msg, T)  if  (msg && T) update (ID,resources,PriorityIndex) 
 endsend(ID,resource,PriorityIndex) end 
Algorithm 2 (Executed by control system of layer 2 with Artificial Intelligence capacity) 
/*PriorityIndex of elected node as leader is checked for optimality*/ 
Function decisionMaking( ID, Resource, PriorityIndex) 
Read dataBuffer 
Set leaderElected=0; 
do 
if  isOptimal(Node) && qualify all cases 
set leaderElected=1; 
Launch ID as leader 
else 
check for next priorityIndex 
end 
while( leaderElected) 
end 
Algorithm 3 (Executed by Elected leader node of layer 3) 
// Send Acknowledge message to the neighbor nodes  
Function LeaderWork() 
 leader(i) := true; 
 Check for intrusion and shortest path 
 update - database 
  Acknowledge = Pi + all the votes; 
 Send Acknowledge(i); 
 Launch IDS. 
end 

5. SIMULATED RESULT 
Our simulation was carried out with 50 numbers of nodes out of which 15% nodes were faulty. Figure 7(a), Depicts the 
percentage of live nodes as compared with other two models. To show the seriousness of misbehave, Figure 7(b) depicts 
behaviour and impact of faulty nodes on first normal node life. Result clearly indicates that normal nodes will 
overloaded with more work for intrusion detection and will die faster. Every ‘T’ time’s nodes repetitively elect a set of 
leaders. The election is based on our proposed scheme. The result clearly prevails that our model provides higher 
percentage of alive nodes, in response to other models. Whereas random model elects leader without considering the 
energy level and make nodes with low energy to die faster.  The connectivity index-based model elects leaders based on 
their peer connections. In most of the cases such as static scheme or mobility scheme, the model elects the same node 
repeatedly, due to which normal nodes die faster even when there is no faulty nodes.  
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Figure 7. (a) Percentage of alive node   (b) Time for the first node to die 

6.  CONCLUSION 
MANETs is a wide area of research not only in civil communication but in defence also. We have used wait and watch 
method for finding faulty node and used better buffer based path finding technique for shortest path. Our distributed 
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mechanism was able to elect the most cost-efficient nodes. Simulation results showed that our model is able to prolong 
the lifetime of the network and balance the overall resource consumptions among all nodes. 
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